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Raj Kumar is professor in the department of English, delhi 
university. his research areas include autobiographical studies, 
dalit literature, indian writing in English, odia literature and post-
colonial studies. he has been a fellow at the indian institute of 
advanced study, shimla in 1999. his book, Dalit Personal narratives: 
reading Caste, nation and Identity has been published by orient Black 
swan, new delhi in 2010 and has already seen three reprints, 2011, 
2015 and 2017. he has published numerous research articles in 
journals and edited volumes. raj Kumar has also translated literary 
texts from indian languages, especially odia into English. his 
English translation of akhila naik’s Bheda, the first odia dalit novel 
is published by oxford university press, delhi in 2017. 

Judith Misrahi-Barak is associate professor at university paul Valéry 
Montpellier 3, france, where she teaches English and postcolonial 
literatures. she has published numerous articles on caribbean and 
indo- and sino-caribbean writers, and the diaspora in prestigious 
journals and edited volumes. she has given invited Lectures at 
many institutions in Germany, denmark, india, haiti, the uK, and 
the usa. she is General editor of the series PoCoPages: http://www.
pulm.fr/index.php/collections/horizons-anglophones/pocopages.
html. More recent interests include caste and dalit literatures. 
she co-edited Dalit Literatures in India. https://www.routledge.
com/dalit-Literatures-in-india/abraham-Misrahi-Barak/p/
book/9781138891944. she was co-investigator on the ahrc 
research network series on ‘Writing, analysing, translating dalit 
Literature’ (2014-16) https://dalitliterature.wordpress.com

Yuimirin Kapai is an assistant professor of English at rajdhani college, 
university of delhi. he is the author of naga Folktales: analysis and 
Cultural reflections (anmol publications, 2011) and he co-edited 
Encountering Modernity: Situating the Tangkhul nagas in Perspective 
(Books Wagon 2014). his areas of interests include Modern poetry, 
cultural studies, study of northeast india and folkloristics.
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Narender Kumar teaches English at ramlal anand college, university 
of delhi. he holds a phd on Gurdial singh, a prominent punjabi 
novelist from the department of English, university of delhi.  he 
was a doctoral fellow at center for the study of developing societies 
(csds), new delhi.  his area of interest is postcolonial  Literature, 
Literary and culturaltheory.

Akhilesh Kumar is an assistant professor in the department of 
English, sGtB Khalsa college, university of delhi. his areas of 
interest are postcolonial literature, translation studies, women’s 
writing, Modernism and contemporary literature. he has published 
translations of the work of namwar singh. among his forthcoming 
publications is an English translation of Doosri Parampara ki Khoj by 
namwar singh.

Kuhu Sharma Chanana has written three books, D.H. Lawrence and 
the Poetic novel,  an Evening rainbow: Queer Writings in Bhasha Literature 
and LGBTQ Identities in Modern Indian Literature. she has also written 
number of articles on various facets of feminism and alternative 
sexuality in Indian literature, Critical Endeavour, Points of View and jSL 
.she has recently edited a special number on same-sex love fiction 
for Indian Literature. She is also a recipient of charles Wallace trust 
fellowship (Edinburgh  university),uGc research award, teen 
Murti fellowship and is presently working as an associate professor 
of English Literature at s. s. n. college (univ. of delhi). 

Anil K. Aneja is working as professor in the department of English, 
university of delhi. his publications have focused on, among others, 
areas such as English literature, indian Writings in English, disability 
studies and distance Education. his significant books are - The novels 
of L.H. Myers in relation to Indian History, Myth and Thought;  Human 
rights and Volunteerism; and Combating Discrimination. in addition, 
aneja is the officer on special duty at the Equal opportunity cell of 
the university of delhi and also, the nodal officer for persons with 
disabilities of the university. for nearly 25 years now, prof. aneja has 
been engaged in the disability sector. his achievements have earned 
him several distinctions from various quarters. aneja was conferred 
the national award for the Empowerment of persons with disabilities 
by the president of india in 2014. in 2017, he has been conferred 
the achiever’s award by the indian Eye international human rights 
observer.
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Ahonaa Roy earned her Ma and d. phil in the anthropology of 
development from the university of sussex. she has published 
her work on the anthropological studies on sexuality, masculinity 
studies, anthropology of body and embodiment. among her 
forthcoming works is a  book on Cosmopolitan Sexuality: Gender, Desire 
and Embodiment. 

Lalitha Raja, is an assistant professor at cas in Linguistics, annamalai 
university. in addition to the post of assistant professor, is in-charge 
for the ‘centre for speech and Language disorder studies’ that 
has set as an extension activity of cas in Linguistics, annamalai 
university. she was a fellow at iias, shimla for the project entitled 
“significance of optimality theory in phonological acquisition and 
assessment and intervention of phonological disorders” from July 
2016 to July 2018. she holds a ph.d. in Linguistics (psycholinguistics) 
and her research interests are in clinical, psycho and cognitive 
Linguistics. she is a psychologist and special Educator too. she has 
completed 5 Major research projects; funded by uGc, icssr, and 
ayJnihh and which are in the area of child language acquisition 
and disorders. she is also successfully working with children with 
various speech and language disorders in the centre for developing 
communication skills with the support of raja Muthiah Medical 
college and hospital, annamalai university. she is the adjunct 
faculty for teaching clinical Linguistics to speech and Language 
pathology students of srM university, chennai; Manipal university, 
Manipal; and niEpMd, chennai.  she is the consultant for the 4 
special schools in chennai and chidambaram. she has presented 
more than 50 research papers in child language disorders in national 
and international conferences. out of her research career, she has 
published one book and more than 40 articles in reputed journals 
and proceedings.


